
Why You Should Like Plants 
 
Introduction: 
 

Who think plants are fun? (likely no one will say anything), Ok, but plants are 
very important, right? (wait for responses, probably someone will say “yes”) 
Why are they so important? (prompt them to say that we eat plants, maybe 
even say that we need plants to dress ourselves, etc). But plants are alos very 
important because that is where a lot of the medicines we take come from! 
Explain that medicines that we use today, like pills and syrups, come from 
substances that we find in plants, and that in some places (actually, in most of 
the world), plants are still the only form of medicine that people use.  
 
People discovered a lot of the plant substances that are also good for 
humans, and figured out that they could be used to treat sicknesses. Today, 
we use them in modern medicines. For instance, did you know that aspirin 
comes from the bark of willow trees?  
 
You know why plants produce medicines? Because plants get sick too. Often 
the plants produce these things to protect themselves against germs. In fact, 
plants have spent a very long time developing things like this to defend 
themselves and stay alive in a process called evolution. 
 
Where do plants come from? Plants produce seeds, and those seeds grow up 
to be more plants. So if plants produce seeds throughout most of their life, 
which plant will produce more seeds, one that gets eaten or one that doesn’t 
get eaten? That’s right, the one that doesn’t get eaten. A plant that doesn’t get 
eaten as much will have more offspring that look like it. We say that 
adaptation favors plants that produce substances that protect them because 
protected plants will live longer and produce more seeds.  
 
A plant might produce a certain chemical that kills germs when they try to 
infect it. Because germs that attack plants are sometimes similar to those that 
attack humans, that same chemical can be used for humans too as part of a 
medicine. However, humans and plants are very different and not all 
substances that work for plants work for humans. Some things that are good 
for plants make humans sick!  
 

 
Activity: 
 

Color in handout of medicines coming from plants. Then hang up the colored 
handouts on the wall. 

 
Supplies: copies of drawing to be colored in, markers or crayons. 


